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A new nonlinear optical (NLO) organic crystal 1-[4-({(E)-[4-(methylsulfanyl)phenyl]methylidene}ami-

no)phenyl]ethanone (MMP) has been grown by slow evaporation technique at ambient temperature.

The crystal structure of MMP was determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction. MMP crystallizes in

non-centrosymmetric monoclinic system with space group P21. The FT-IR spectrum recorded for new

crystal confirmed the presence of various functional groups in the material. MMP was found to be

thermally stable up to 300 1C. The grown crystal was optically transparent in the wavelength range of

400–1100 nm. The second harmonic generation (SHG) efficiency of the crystal was measured by the

classical powder technique using Nd:YAG laser and was found to be 4.13 times more efficient than

reference material, urea. Third order nonlinear parameters were measured by employing the Z-scan

technique. The laser damage threshold for MMP crystal was determined to be 4.26 GW/cm2. The

Brewster angle technique was employed to measure the refractive index of the crystal and the values

for green and red wavelengths were found to be 1.35 and 1.33, respectively. The dielectric and electrical

measurements were carried out to study the different polarization mechanisms and conductivity of the

crystal.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The development of optical devices, such as photonic inte-
grated circuitry, depends strongly on the design of highly efficient
nonlinear optical (NLO) materials. Among such NLO materials,
organic materials are shown to be superior to their inorganic
counterparts in terms of synthesis, crystal fabrication, potential to
create large devices and much faster optical nonlinearities [1,2].
Various organic single crystals like stilbazolium crystals [2], OH1
[3] and crystals of other charge transfer complexes [4], such as
chalcones [5], have been attractive for frequency conversion,
integrated circuitry and terahertz (THz) applications [6]. Organic
derivatives having polarizable electrons (e.g., p-electrons) spread
over a large distance with various combinations of terminal
electron donor and/or acceptor groups have been the objective
of recent research, particularly in view of their large molecular
hyperpolarizabilities and good crystallizability [7–11], which may
lead to a wide range of applications in integrated optics (second
harmonic generation (SHG), frequency mixing, electro-optic mod-
ulation, parametric effects, etc.) [12,13]. The design and synthesis
of organic molecules exhibiting second-order nonlinear optical
ll rights reserved.
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(NLO) properties has also been motivated by their tremendous
potential for application in optical communications, optical com-
puting, data storage, dynamic holography, harmonic generators,
frequency mixing and optical switching [10,14]. In this perspec-
tive the synthesis, growth and various characterization studies
of crystal (MMP), possessing p-conjugated donor–p–acceptor
system is imperative to explore its possible applications in non-
linear optics. The nonlinearity in the organic materials originates
from a strong delocalization of ‘p’ electrons along the length of
molecules [15]. It is, therefore, possible to tune or tailor the
molecular structure to enhance the nonlinear optical properties.
Most of the optical device applications also require a thorough
understanding of its third order nonlinear optical properties,
which is an important part of this investigation. Second harmonic
generation (SHG) efficiency of crystalline materials depends both
on the magnitude of molecular hyperpolarizability (b) and on the
orientation of the molecules in the crystal lattice [16]. Organic
molecules, in general, are potentially more attractive and versatile
than inorganic compounds because of their large b-values, fast
response time, high resistance to optical damage and almost
unlimited possibilities of designing molecules suitable for
SHG [17,18]. But practical applications are limited due to poor
chemical stability, absorption of visible light due to conjugation,
poor phase matching properties and inability to grow bulk
crystals. This paper deals with the details of synthesis, growth,
structure and characterization of a new organic material MMP.
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The molecular structure of present crystal consists of N-[(E)-
phenylmethylidene]aniline unit, attached with two groups COCH3

(electron acceptor) and SCH3 (electron donor) to form 1-[4-({(E)-
[4-(methylsulfanyl)phenyl]methylidene}amino)phenyl]ethanone
(MMP). The methylidene backbone is an asymmetric transmitter
and increases molecular nonlinearity for electron donating and
withdrawing group substitutions.
2. Experimental procedure

Commercially available 4-aminoacetophenone and 4-methyl-
thiobenzaldehyde were used without further purification. A mixture
of equimolar quantities (0.01 M each) of 4-aminoacetophenone
(Sigma-Aldrich 99% pure) and 4-methylthiobenzaldehyde (Sigma-
Aldrich 95% pure) in ethanol (60 ml) were stirred for 2 h. Then the
contents of flask were poured into ice cold water (250 ml) and left
for 12 h. The resulting crude solid was collected by filtration, dried
and purified by repeated crystallization from acetone. The schematic
representation of the reaction is given in Scheme 1. The solubility of
the compound was determined by adding solvent to a known
amount of compound till it was completely dissolved. It was found
that compound was insoluble in water, soluble in acetone, methanol
and N, N-dimethyl formamide (DMF). Methanol was found to be the
best solvent for MMP crystal. Single crystals of MMP were grown in
methanol solution using the slow evaporation technique at ambient
temperature. Crystals grown in solvent acetone were not transpar-
ent, due to high rate of evaporation.

The single crystal X-ray diffraction data was collected on
Bruker Kappa Apex using Apex2 software package. The radiation
used was graphite monochromatic MoKa radiation. All the data
were corrected for Lorentz factor and empirical absorption. The
structure was solved by direct method and all the non-hydrogen
atoms and hydrogen atoms were found in difference electron
density maps. The atomic coordinates and anisotropic tempera-
ture factors for non-hydrogen atoms were refined by the full-
matrix least square method using SHELXTL program package [19].
The FT-IR analysis of MMP was carried out to investigate the
presence of functional groups and their vibrational modes [20].
The sample was prepared by mixing MMP with KBr pellet. The
spectrum was recorded between 400 and 4000 cm�1 using a
Thermo Nicolet Avatar, 370 FT-IR spectrometer. To investigate the
thermal stability [21] of MMP, thermogravimetric analysis was
carried out. Powdered sample of the crystal was selected for this
purpose and the analysis was carried out under the nitrogen
CH3CO

NH2 +

SCH3

OHC

N

SCH3

CH3CO

1-(4-aminophenyl)ethanone 4-(methylsulfanyl)benzaldehyde

1-[4-({(E)-[4-(methylsulfanyl)phenyl]methylidene}amino)phenyl]ethanone

Scheme 1. Synthesis of MMP.
atmosphere at a heating rate of 10 1C/min using Perkin-Elemer
simultaneous TGA/DTA analyzer. The UV–VIS–NIR absorption
spectrum of the crystals was recorded using a Cary 5E high
resolution spectrophotometer, in the wavelength range of 350–
1100 nm. Crystals with parallel surfaces and thickness of �1 mm
were used for this purpose.

In order to determine SHG efficiency, the crystal was ground
into uniform powder and then packed in a micro-capillary of
uniform bore and exposed to a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser of
wavelength 1064 nm. The laser was incident normally on the
sample capillary tube and output from the sample was passed
through Monochromater to collect the intensity of 532 nm
component. The Z-scan experiment was performed with a pico-
second (ps) amplifier (seed pulse was from Micra laser oscillator
(COHERENT)) generating �2 ps pulses at a repetition of 1 kHz.
The experiment was done at a wavelength of 800 nm. The average
and peak powers were �2 W, �1 GW, respectively. The diameter
of the beam from the amplifier was �4 mm. Using ND filters the
input energy/power was controlled. The laser damage threshold
(LDT) studies were carried out on solution grown MMP single
crystals using a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser source of pulse width
6 ns at a wavelength of 1064 nm and a 10 Hz repetition rate,
operating in TEM00 mode. The refractive index value of the MMP
crystal understudy was determined by employing the Brewster
angle method. The linearly polarized light from the laser source
operating in TEM00 mode was incident on plane surface of the
crystal. He–Ne lasers of wavelength 543.5 (green) and 632.8 (red)
are used as laser sources for the experiment. The dielectric
properties were measured on the pellet samples using a Agilant
4263B LCZ metre for frequencies 100 HZ, 1k Hz, 10k Hz, 100k Hz
with a applied voltage of 1 Vpp and over a temperature range of
30–110 1C. The sample was silver electrode by applying a thin
layer of silver paint on both faces of the pellet. Then it was placed
in a dry atmosphere for 24 h to ensure the maximum conductivity
and adhesion of the silver paste. The pellet sample was mounted
between two stainless steel electrodes being held by spring
loaded contacts to form a cell consisting of parallel plate capa-
citor. For studying the effect of temperature on dielectric con-
stant, the sample was enclosed in a resistance heated furnace and
the temperature was monitored using a chromel–alumel thermo-
couple. The temperature of the sample was increased by regulat-
ing the input power. At each temperature the sample was kept for
15 min to ensure thermal equilibrium. The I–V dependence of the
grown crystals were conducted using Kiethley 2361-V program-
mable source measured unit with METRICES-ICS software, by two
probe method at room temperature. Crystal’s pellets were pasted
with good quality silver paint on both sides to ensure the good
electrical contact. The measurements have been carried out in
resistance mode by applying voltage in the range of 0–100 V, in
steps of 2 V and current is measured.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Crystal growth

Transparent plate like crystals appeared in the growth vessels
within 2 weeks of solution evaporation. However bulk crystal
with definite morphology of MMP did not grow, even after
repeating the growth experiment several times. Only by contin-
uous and repeated re-crystallization process it was possible to
obtain good quality crystals. The crystals reached a maximum size
of 4�4�2 mm3 over a time period of one month. Crystals
obtained were non-hygroscopic and stable at room temperature.
These crystals were white-reddish in color and grown in the form
of plates (Fig. 1)



Fig. 1. Photograph of the crystal MMP.

Table 1
Crystal data and structure refinement.

Empirical formula C16 H15 N O S

Formula weight 269.35

Temperature 223(2) K

Wavelength 0.71073 Å

Crystal system Monoclinic

Space group P2(1)

Unit cell dimensions a¼5.6741(5) Å, a¼901

b¼33.365(3) Å, b¼90.136(2)1

c¼7.2064(6) Å, g¼901

Volume 1364.30(19) Å3

Z 4

Density (calculated) 1.311 Mg/m3

Absorption coefficient 0.228 mm�1

F(000) 568

Crystal size 0.24�0.16�0.10 mm3

Index ranges �7o¼ho¼7, �43o¼ko¼36, �9o¼ lo¼9

Reflections collected 9548

Independent reflections 4903 [R(int)¼0.0501]

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2

Fig. 2. Molecular structure of 4Br4MSP, drawn with 50% probability displacement

ellipsoids and showing the atom labeling scheme.

Fig. 3. Crystal packing when viewed down the c-axis.

Fig. 4. X-ray diffraction pattern of MMP.
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3.2. Crystal structure

From single-crystal XRD studies, it has been found that the
compound crystallizes in the monoclinic system with a space
group P21, which is considered as noncentrosymmetric system
and thus satisfies the requirements for the SHG activity in the
crystal. The crystal data is summarized in Table 1. Fig. 2 repre-
sents the ORTEP of molecule with thermal ellipsoids at 50%
probability [22]. The crystal packing of MMP is shown in Fig. 3.
The asymmetric unit contains two molecules of the compound
C16H15NOS. These two molecules face the same direction and
form a stack of molecules along the c-axis in the crystal packing.
The crystal packing consisted of molecules which were arranged
along b-axis perpendicular to plane ac. Along the row adjacent
molecules were inverted and connected by head to tail fashion by
the intermolecular OyH bonding. All bond distances and bond
angles lied within the normal ranges. The crystal structure was
stabilized by intermolecular (N–H, O–H, S–H) hydrogen bonds.
The dihedral angles between the two aromatic rings within the
two molecules were 52.441 and 52.091. This indicates that aro-
matic rings are out of plane. The diffraction pattern has been
indexed by least-square fit method. Fig. 4 shows the XRD patterns
of the crystal generated from single crystal data using mercury

software. The sharpness of the peak shows good degree of
crystallinity. The planes corresponding to intensity peaks at 2y
angle 10.51, 201, 24.61, 301 are indexed as (040), (101), (002),
(062) respectively. X-ray diffraction pattern has highest intensity
corresponding to (040) plane. The FT-IR spectrum is shown in
Fig. 5. The characteristic transmission peaks are consistent with
the functional groups present in the compound and the assigned
values are as recorded in Table 2.

3.3. Optical properties

The UV–Vis–NIR spectrum of the crystal is depicted in Fig. 6.
Most of the organic crystals including chalcone show wider
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Fig. 5. FT-IR spectra of MMP.

Table 2
Functional group assignment of MMP from FT-IR

spectrum.

Wave number (cm�1) Mode assignment

3046.21 Aromatic-H stretch

2915.37, 2862.19 QC–H stretch, C–H stretch

1669.80 CQN

1582.05 CQC stretch (Ar. rings)

1549.62 Aromatic ring vibrations

1435.50 C–H deformation

1402.14 COCH3

1162.11 C–N stretch (amine)

1080.14 and less C–H aromatic bend (Ar–H)
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Fig. 6. UV–vis–NIR absorption spectrum of the MMP crystal.
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transparency range extending into the entire visible and IR region.
The cutoff wavelength for this crystal was found to be 400 nm.
Above this range no absorption peaks were present until the IR
spectral region. The maximum absorption was assigned for the
n-p* transition and may be attributed to the excitation of NQC
group [23]. The wide transparency range will be helpful for these
crystals to be used for NLO applications. In a crystalline material
the region of transparency to the electromagnetic radiation
defines the intrinsic loss mechanisms and also theoretical trans-
mittance achievable within this region. The transparent spectral
region in insulators at short wavelengths is defined by electronic
transition across the band gap and at long wavelengths by lattice
vibrations. The absorption coefficient consists of contribution
from direct/indirect band gap transition, back ground absorption
and scattering. The band gap of the material sets the limiting cut-
off wavelengths lc defined by lc¼hc/Eg. The optical band gap Eg is
(Tauc’s expression) [24] given by o2e2 ¼ ðho�EgÞ

2. Where e2ðlÞ is
the imaginary part of the complex refractive index, that repre-
sents optical absorbance and Eg is usually obtained from the plot
e1=2

2 =l vs. (1/l). The intersection of the extrapolated spectrum
with abscissa gives the gap wavelength lg, from which the gap
energy is derived to be Eg ¼ hc=lg .

The dependence of absorption coefficient a in terms of direct
and indirect transitions is most often performed with the help of
formula derived for the three-dimensional (3D) crystals. Their
simplest form is as follows:
ahv¼ Aðhv�EgÞ
r , for direct band gap

ahv¼
P

jAðhv�E’
g 7EpjÞ

r , for indirect band gap
where a is the absorption coefficient, calculated as a function of
photon energy. Eg is the energy gap for direct transition, Eg

0 is the
energy gap for indirect transition and Epj is the energy of the
phonons assisting the direct transition. A and B are parameters
depending more in complicated ways on temperature, photon
energy, phonon energy Ep. Specifically the power r¼2 is for
indirect and r¼1/2 for direct allowed transitions. The direct band
gap can be obtained by plotting (ahg)1/2 versus energy (eV).
Indirect band gap can be obtained by plotting (ahg)2 versus
energy (eV).

The band gap values determined from e1=2
2 =l versus (1/l),

direct and indirect band gap (plotted in Fig. 7) methods were
found to be 2.27 eV, 2.8 eV and 2.94 eV. The energy band gap
values obtained by employing three different methods were
comparable with each other. The high energy gap values con-
firmed that at room temperature MMP crystals were insulators.
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3.4. Thermal studies

The results of TG/DTA analysis are shown in Fig. 8. The DTA
curve implies that the material undergoes an irreversible
endothermic transition at 150 1C, where melting begins. The peak
of the endothermic represents temperature 152.54 1C at which
melting terminates, corresponding to the melting point of MMP
crystal. It is clear from the DTA curve that there is no phase
transition before melting. The sharpness of the peak demon-
strated good crystallinity and purity of the sample. The TG curve
of this sample indicates that the sample was stable up to 300 1C.
The exothermic peak of the DTA at 363.6 1C, corresponding to the
weight loss in the TG curve, indicated that the weight loss was
due the degradation and evaporation of the sample. Melting point
of MMP was determined by the open capillary method and was
uncorrected. It has a quite high melting point of 152.5 1C, which
was the same as measured by thermal analysis.

3.5. Laser light interaction

The method developed by Kurtz and Perry [25] is a simple
setup to evaluate second harmonic generation (SHG) conversion
efficiency of any nonlinear optical material, taken in its powder
form. Here, the conversion efficiency of a given material is
compared with standard reference materials like urea or potas-
sium dihydrogen phosphate. A Q-switched Nd:YAG laser beam
(of wavelength 1064 nm with an input power of 8 mJ, and a pulse
width of 8 ns with a repetition rate of 10 Hz) was incident
normally on the sample capillary tube and the output from the
sample (S) was passed through a monochromater to collect the
intensity of 532 nm component. The generation of second har-
monic was confirmed by the emission of green light. The funda-
mental wave was eliminated by passing the beam through filter
consisting of CuSO4 solution, which absorbed the 1064 nm light.
Another filter BG-38 also removed any residual 1064 nm light.
Second harmonic radiation generated by the randomly oriented
micro-crystals (of particle size less than 63 mm) was focused by a
lens. The amplitude of the SHG output voltage was measured
using photomultiplier and digitalizing oscilloscope assembly. The
second harmonic (SH) signal was converted into electrical signal
using a photomultiplier tube and was finally displayed on a
digital storage oscilloscope. Similar procedure was employed to
measure the amplitude of reference material urea, which was
powdered to the identical particle size and taken in a capillary



Fig. 8. TGA/DTA curve of the sample.
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tube. The beam energy of the Nd:YAG laser was set to 3.2 mJ/pulse.
The ratio of the amplitudes of the SHG signal was calculated. The
second harmonic generation efficiency for MMP was found to be
4.13 times that of urea crystals of identical particle size. The MMP
crystal can be considered as acceptor–p–donor system, where
charge transfer takes place from donor (SCH3) to acceptor (COCH3)
group through methylidene backbone. The presence of donor–
acceptor groups, charge transfer axis, parallel head to tail arrange-
ment in crystal packing, the number of intermolecular bonding
enabled MMP to have higher SHG efficiency than urea.

To study the third-order NLO properties a single beam Z-scan
technique was employed, which readily provides the magnitude
and sign of nonlinearity. The laser beam was focused into 1 mm
quartz cuvette that contained sample solution (dissolved in DMF
solvent with 10�2 mol concentration) by using a 20 cm biconvex
lens. The resulting beam waist radius at the focus was
�25.44 mm, corresponding to a Rayleigh length of 2.54 mm. For
measuring the refractive nonlinear property, an aperture was
placed in front of the detector and the transmittance was
recorded as a function of the sample position on the Z-axis
(closed aperture Z-scan). For measuring the nonlinear absorption
the sample transmittance was measured without the aperture as
a function of sample position (open aperture Z-scan).

For a temporal Gaussian pulse with an incident Gaussian spatial
profile, the on-axis transmission has been shown as a function of
sample position relative to the lens focal point and the normalized
transmittance for the open aperture Z-scan is given by [26]

TðZÞ ¼ 1�
bI0Lef f

2
ffiffiffi
2
p

1

ð1þz2=z2
0Þ

ð1Þ

where I0 is the peak irradiance at the focus, b is the nonlinear
absorption coefficient, z0 is the Rayleigh length given by the formula
z0 ¼ ko2

0=2 with k being the wave vector and o0 the beam waist
radius at the focus and Leff is the effective sample length. The open
aperture Z-scan data (at 1 mW input power) of the sample is shown
in Fig. 9. The nonlinear refraction data obtained by dividing the
closed aperture Z-scan data by the open aperture data is presented
in Fig. 10. The nonlinear absorption coefficient was determined by
fitting the experimental open aperture Z-scan data with (1). Simi-
larly, the nonlinear refractive index was obtained by fitting the
closed aperture Z-scan experimental data with the equation given in
[27]. The n2, beff, Imw(3) and Rew(3) at 1 mW were found to be
9.67�10�14 esu, 2.4�10�12 cmW�1, 0.15�10�22 m2/V2 and
2.9�10�22 m2/V2, respectively. The molecular hyperpolarizability
of this chalcone calculated using the formula gh¼w(3)R/L4N, where L

is the local field factor and N is the number of molecules per cubic
centimeter, was 0.09�10�32 esu. The observed value of molecular
hyperpolarizability is comparable with reported literature values for
chalcones [28]. It was observed that beff increased with increase in I0
and the intercept on the vertical axis was non-zero suggesting that a
higher order effect, such as excited state absorption (ESA) via two
photon absorption contributing to nonlinear absorption (NLA) was
present. Attempts of understanding of third order NLO properties of
organic crystals are very limited [29–32] and the third order non-
linear optical property is not imposed with any crystal symmetry
restrictions. Various design strategies have been proposed for
synthesizing molecules with large 2PAcross-sections. For example,
Alabota et al. [31] proposed the synthesis of symmetric conjugated
molecules with D–p–A–p–D, A–p–D–p–A or D–p–A structure and
elongation of the conjugation length, whereas Reinhardt et al. [32]
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have proposed asymmetric molecules for achieving large 2PA [6].
The present MMP crystal belongs to D–p–A system with elongated
conjugation length which may be the reason for exhibiting third
order NLO properties.

Optical limiting is a phenomena observed when the transmis-
sion of a medium decreases with increasing input laser intensity
(or fluence). The present sample is transparent at the operating
laser wavelength 800 nm. The relation for intensity dependent
nonlinear absorption coefficient is given by [33]

dI=dz¼�bI2
ð2Þ

where b is the nonlinear absorption coefficient. The solution of
Eq. (2) may be written as IðzÞ ¼ I0=ð1þbzI0Þ, where I0 is the input
intensity. Hence dynamic transmissivity can be given by
TðI0,zÞ ¼ IðzÞ=I0 ¼ 1=ð1þbzI0Þ. Fig. 11 shows the optical limiting
data obtained for the present sample. An effective optical limiter
will have low limiting threshold, high optical damage threshold
and stability, fast response time, high linear transmittance
throughout the sensor band width, optical clarity and robustness.
Materials that exhibit RSA usually show good optical limiting
characteristics of the high intensity laser pulses. In order to
observe RSA, the exited state absorption cross-section should be
higher than that of the ground state absorption cross-section and
is consistent with the present result. The excited state and ground
state absorption cross-sections determined using the equation
present in the literature [33] were found to be 5.09�10�19 cm2

and 1.29�10�19 cm2 respectively. Therefore, in this MMP crystal,
the two-photon assisted excited state absorption leading to RSA
may be responsible for the optical limiting action [34].

The utility of NLO crystal depends not only on the linear and NLO
properties but also largely on its ability to withstand high power
lasers [35]. Laser damage studies on NLO crystals are very important
as the surface damage of the crystal by high-power lasers limits its
performance in NLO applications. The crystal MMP has laser damage
threshold of 4.26 GW/cm2. The LDT value of MMP is comparable
with high quality crystals like LAP, urea and BBO.

The refractive index value can be calculated using the equa-
tionn¼ tanyp, where yp is Brewster angle. Unlike inorganic
materials, the organic crystals usually have transparency in the
visible region. The values of refractive index 1.35 and 1.33 were
obtained, respectively, for green and red laser light. We observed
that there was not much variation in the value of refractive index
in two different wavelengths of visible region indicating that
there is no extra absorption in those corresponding wavelengths.
3.6. Dielectric properties

The different polarization mechanisms in solids such as atomic
polarization of lattice, orientation polarization of dipoles, space
charge polarization, electric and ionic polarizations can be under-
stood easily by studying the variation of dielectric constant as a
function of frequency and temperature. Fig. 12 represents the
variation of dielectric constant with frequency. er (dielectric
constant) had high values in the lower frequency regions and
then it decreased with the applied frequency. The high value at
the low frequencies (100 Hz) may be due to the presence of all
four polarizations and its low value at high frequencies may be
due to the loss of significance of these polarizations gradually
[36]. The response of dielectric constant with temperature is
shown in Fig. 13. It was found that dielectric constant gradually
increased with increase in temperature. This indicates the pre-
sence of space charge effect in addition to electronic and atomic
conduction in the samples [37]. No abrupt changes are observed
in the response indicating the absence of any phase transition;
this was confirmed by the thermal studies.
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3.7. Electrical properties

The current voltage plots of crystal are shown in Fig. 14. The
crystal MMP was electrically non-conducting at room tempera-
ture and its resistance estimated at 30 1C, from the slope of the
linear graph, was found to be 1.2�1010 O. The DC conductivity of
the material was calculated using the relation [38] s¼ d=RA,
d¼thickness of sample crystal, A¼area of the face of the crystal
in contact with electrode. The Arrhenius plot can be drawn by
taking lnðsÞ along x-axis and (1000/T) along y-axis. The conduc-
tivity values can be fitted to the relation s¼ s0 expð�E=KTÞ,
where E is the activation energy, K is the Boltzmann constant, T

represent absolute temperature and s0 is the parameter depend-
ing on the material. Activation energy can be estimated from the
slope of above graph using the formula E¼ �(slope) K�1000.
The plot of lnðsÞ vs. (1000/T) for applied 50 V is given in the
Fig. 15. The value of activation energy was found to be 0.124 eV.
The crystal MMP has the activation energy value which is less
than reported value of KDP (0.22 eV). The value of the activation
energy provides the information that MMP crystal is semicon-
ducting in nature.
4. Conclusions

A new nonlinear optical organic crystal 1-[4-({(E)-[4-(methylsul-
fanyl)phenyl]methylidene}amino)phenyl]ethanone was synthesized
and single crystals of dimensions up to 4�4�2 mm3 were grown
by the slow evaporation technique in methanol. Single crystal X-ray
diffraction study of the crystal revealed that the crystal belongs to
noncentrosymmetric monoclinic system with space group P21.
Various functional groups present in MMP were identified by FT-
IR spectrum. MMP crystals are thermally stable up to 152.54 1C.
Crystal have good transparency range beyond the cutoff (400 nm),
extending into the IR region. The high energy gap values confirmed
that at room temperature MMP crystals are insulators. This crystal
has good SHG efficiency and its value is 4.13 times that of urea. This
crystal exhibited third order nonlinear properties which are com-
pared with reported chalcone crystals. The present sample exhibited
good nonlinear optical coefficients obtained with ps laser pulses at
800 nm, which helps in designing the material for suitable device
applications. The single shot laser damage threshold for MMP crystal
was 4.26 GW/cm2 and is comparable with high quality LAP, BBO,
urea crystals. The influence of different polarizations mechanisms
on the crystal was understood by the measurements of dielectric
properties. MMP is an electrically nonconducting material at room
temperature. Due to the presence of wide transparency range, good
damage threshold value and high SHG efficiency, this crystal may be
useful in NLO applications.
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